Patients with damage to primary visual cortex (V1) demonstrate residual performance on laboratory visual tasks despite denial of conscious seeing (blindsight) [1] . After a period of recovery, which suggests a role for plasticity [2] , visual sensitivity higher than chance is observed in humans and monkeys for simple luminance-defined stimuli, grating stimuli, moving gratings, and other stimuli [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Some residual cognitive processes including bottom-up attention and spatial memory have also been demonstrated [8] [9] [10] . To date, little is known about blindsight with natural stimuli and spontaneous visual behavior. In particular, is orienting attention toward salient stimuli during free viewing still possible? We used a computational saliency map model to analyze spontaneous eye movements of monkeys with blindsight from unilateral ablation of V1. Despite general deficits in gaze allocation, monkeys were significantly attracted to salient stimuli. The contribution of orientation features to salience was nearly abolished, whereas contributions of motion, intensity, and color features were preserved. Control experiments employing laboratory stimuli confirmed the free-viewing finding that lesioned monkeys retained color sensitivity. Our results show that attention guidance over complex natural scenes is preserved in the absence of V1, thereby directly challenging theories and models that crucially depend on V1 to compute the low-level visual features that guide attention.
Patients with damage to primary visual cortex (V1) demonstrate residual performance on laboratory visual tasks despite denial of conscious seeing (blindsight) [1] . After a period of recovery, which suggests a role for plasticity [2] , visual sensitivity higher than chance is observed in humans and monkeys for simple luminance-defined stimuli, grating stimuli, moving gratings, and other stimuli [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Some residual cognitive processes including bottom-up attention and spatial memory have also been demonstrated [8] [9] [10] . To date, little is known about blindsight with natural stimuli and spontaneous visual behavior. In particular, is orienting attention toward salient stimuli during free viewing still possible? We used a computational saliency map model to analyze spontaneous eye movements of monkeys with blindsight from unilateral ablation of V1. Despite general deficits in gaze allocation, monkeys were significantly attracted to salient stimuli. The contribution of orientation features to salience was nearly abolished, whereas contributions of motion, intensity, and color features were preserved. Control experiments employing laboratory stimuli confirmed the free-viewing finding that lesioned monkeys retained color sensitivity. Our results show that attention guidance over complex natural scenes is preserved in the absence of V1, thereby directly challenging theories and models that crucially depend on V1 to compute the low-level visual features that guide attention.
Results and Discussion
Efficiently guiding attention toward the most relevant parts of the visual world is a higher visual function critical for survival, as supported by many theories of attention [11, 12] . In most theories and computational models, V1 is the central site where visual features are computed that guide attention toward salient locations [11] [12] [13] [14] . Can blindsight patients or animals still compute such visual features? Although blindsight patients and animals exhibit significant residual visually guided behavior with simple laboratory tasks and stimuli, little is known quantitatively about their spontaneous natural vision (see [15, 16] for qualitative observations). Elucidating this question is important to understanding blindsight and the neural substrates of visual attention, and to possibly help affected patients better exploit residual visual processing in their daily life.
Macaque monkeys (n = 6) were trained to fixate and execute visually guided saccade tasks using simple stimuli. Primary visual cortex (V1) was then unilaterally removed in five monkeys by aspiration (as described previously [6] ). Lesions covered at least 5 -20 in eccentricity and 630 around the horizontal direction for all monkeys (see Figure S1A available online). After the lesion, the presence of residual vision was confirmed with visually guided saccade tasks, reported previously [6] . Here we examined spontaneous eye movements of these monkeys during free viewing of 164 natural movie clips (w70 min). Successful central fixation for 0.5 s triggered a movie clip (4.0-93.8 s/clip), presented either normally or horizontally flipped to eliminate stimulus-induced biases. Monkeys did not receive juice reward during free viewing; thus, movies were not associated with reward. 128,361 saccades were recorded ( Figure 1A) .
First, we examined whether the basic properties of freeviewing saccadic eye movements were affected by V1 lesion. With both normal and horizontally flipped movies, distributions of fixations on the absolute screen area exhibited no strong left-right bias, for both intact and lesioned monkeys (Figure 1B) . Moreover, there was no significant difference in data from normal versus flipped movies ( Figure 1C ), which were thus merged for saliency analysis below. Polar histograms of relative saccade vector directions ( Figure S1B ) showed no obvious left-right bias that might have been induced by lesion ( Figure S1C ). However, lesion did affect movie viewing. When polar histograms of saccade vectors were restricted to only the first saccade of each movie clip, they were significantly biased away from the affected field ( Figures S1D and S1E) . Note that such bias did not affect the overall distribution of saccade vectors because the first saccades comprise only 1% of all saccades (820 out of 75,767). Intact monkeys did not exhibit such bias ( Figure S1E ). We also detected effects of lesion on distributions of saccade amplitude and of peak velocity ( Figures S1F and S1G ). These results are consistent with our previous reports using laboratory stimuli, in that V1 lesion affects saccade dynamics [6, 8, 17] .
Taking these results together, our analysis of free-viewing eye movements demonstrated surprisingly little effect of V1 lesion: lesioned monkeys still made many saccades to targets in their affected field and explored the stimulus screen area thoroughly. However, they also exhibited clear sensory deficits, as shown by the first-saccade bias toward the intact field, which is in agreement with previous studies using laboratory stimuli [4, 6] .
To better understand how guidance of gaze was affected by V1 lesion in natural free viewing, we employed a computational model of visual saliency to quantitatively titrate the nature of visual targets that monkeys looked at. Briefly, the saliency model [18, 19] decomposed incoming video inputs along several simple visual features at multiple spatial scales. Center-surround contrast operators for six center and surround scale combinations gave rise to feature maps that highlighted locations that differed from their neighbors in each feature. Finally, all feature maps were combined into a single saliency map to emphasize conspicuous visual locations in a feature-independent manner (Figure 2A) . This model provides a flexible framework for predicting saliency maps from low-level feature maps, without necessarily committing to the exact origin or nature of the feature maps. Five features were used, each thought to contribute significantly to visual search in humans [20] : luminance, two chromatic contrasts (in the Derrington-Krauskopf-Lennie [DKL] color space derived from retinal ganglion cells [21] ), orientation (V1-like Gabor filters in four orientations [22] ), and motion (spatiotemporal energy model in four directions [23] ). We quantified saliency-guided eye movements ( Figure 2B ) using receiver operating characteristic analysis of saliency values at endpoints of monkey saccades compared to random endpoints ( Figure 2C ) (see Figure S2 for random endpoint sampling scheme). This resulted in an area under the curve (AUC) score (0.5 indicates chance performance, i.e., eye movements are not guided by saliency, whereas the best expected score, from interobserver correlation analysis, might reach w0.7; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
AUC scores were significantly above chance for all monkeys ( Figure 2D ), indicating that lesioned monkeys were still significantly attracted toward salient targets in their affected field. At the population level, V1 lesions significantly reduced but did not abolish the tendency of monkeys to gaze toward salient targets (intact monkeys: AUC = 0.627 6 0.002; lesioned monkeys: AUC = 0.601 6 0.003 in affected field, AUC = 0.627 6 0.003 in normal field; see Figure 2D for statistical analysis). To investigate the possibility that some of the saccades into the affected field might be memory driven as opposed to truly visually guided, we duplicated the AUC analysis using only pure discovery saccades, i.e., saccades aimed toward screen locations that had never entered the intact field. The same pattern of results was observed ( Figure S2C ), excluding the possibility that memory was a dominant factor in directing saccades to the affected field.
Can we quantitatively explain differences in visual processing and saliency computations between normal and affected fields in term of features? To investigate this, we modified the model to examine relative contributions of the different basic features to gaze guidance. First, AUC scores were calculated for variants of the saliency model reduced to using only any one of our five features (''single-feature model''). All scores were significantly above chance, indicating that saliency in each feature taken separately still predicted monkey gaze above chance ( Figure 3A) . Because different features are often correlated in the natural visual world-e.g., a colorful object may also be brighter than the background, posing the question of whether color or brightness attracted attention ( Figure 3B )-we sought to isolate the nonredundant contribution of each feature to saliency. To this end, we used an optimization procedure followed by a leave-one-featureout approach (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). The optimization algorithm adjusted the weights of the five features to maximize the model's ability to predict monkey eye movements, separately for each of three different saccade groups (intact monkeys, affected field of lesioned monkeys, and normal field of lesioned monkeys, as defined in Figure 2D ) ( Figure S3 ). In the leave-one-feature-out approach, applied separately to each group, the AUC score of the optimized ''full'' model incorporating all features and the scores of each similarly optimized model incorporating all but one feature (''minus-one'' model) were compared ( Figure 3C) . A nonredundant contribution index was defined as the AUC score difference between the full model and a reduced model divided by the AUC score of the full model minus 0.5 ( Figure 3C ). The index reflects how much a particular feature contributed to gaze guidance, beyond what could already be explained by the other four features. Figure 3D (C) Quantitative analysis of saliency-guided eye movements. Saliency values at each monkey saccade endpoint (green) and for random endpoints (magenta) were sampled (left) and histogrammed (right). Receiver operating characteristic analysis of the histograms yielded an area under the curve (AUC) score. AUC scores were computed separately for leftward and rightward saccades. (D) AUC scores for three groups: ''intact monkey,'' data for left and right directions (six hemifields) for the three intact monkeys; ''affected field'' and ''normal field,'' data for the five lesioned monkeys. Error bars indicate SE. In all cases, AUC scores were significantly above chance (0.5) (p < 0.05, two-tailed t test). In group comparisons, ** indicates significant group mean difference (p < 10 29 , Wilcoxon signed-rank test after Bonferroni correction); n.s. indicates not significant (p > 0.10, Wilcoxon signed-rank test after Bonferroni correction). See Figure S2 for consideration of sampling scheme.
Spearman's rank partial correlation). Our analysis thus shows an interesting pattern of differences between intact and lesioned monkeys ( Figure 3D ): the contribution of orientation was decreased, luminance was increased, and motion and color remained relatively unchanged (see also the section ''Consideration of Previous Results'' in the Supplemental Information). In Figure 3D , the finding that the contribution of color was not abolished in the affected field was surprising given contrasting results from previous laboratory experiments [3, [24] [25] [26] . This may be specific to our natural free-viewing paradigm. Hence, we designed a control laboratory experiment to verify the model's prediction.
Two lesioned monkeys were tested with a visually guided saccade task using equiluminant chromatic stimuli ( Figure 4A ).
Lesioned monkeys detected, above chance, two types of equiluminant chromatic stimuli tuned to different ganglion cell types ( Figure 4B ). Although performance with chromatic stimuli was below that with high-contrast achromatic stimuli (positive control, confirming residual vision for luminance-defined shapes), it was better than for low-contrast achromatic stimuli (negative control, indicating that slight luminance differences between chromatic stimuli and background are unlikely to have contaminated chromatic processing). This was further confirmed in one monkey for a range of slight luminance variations ( Figure 4C ; see figure legend for detail). We further tested the monkey with color detection tasks using either mosaic stimuli or colored Gaussian stimuli to exclude possible contributions of edge artifacts and luminance differences ( Figure S4 ). In sum, our control experiments using simple stimuli directly confirm residual guidance toward purely chromatic information, as predicted by our saliency model and free-viewing experiment. More broadly, color information was hence used during both forced-choice and spontaneous behavior in our blindsight animals. In summary, for the first time, using a computational saliency model together with eye movement recording during free viewing of natural video stimuli, we observed sophisticated gaze orienting toward salient stimuli in blindsight. Our approach, combining computational modeling and free viewing, successfully allowed us to titrate the impact of V1 lesions on processing of visual features and the spontaneous (C) Correct ratio for stimuli with small luminance difference added (horizontal axis) to account for possible contribution of deviations from exact equiluminance. Color coding is as in (B). Error bars denote 95% confidence interval. Data for monkey T are shown. Correct ratio remained significantly above chance for chromatic stimuli even over the range where it dropped to chance for luminance-defined stimuli, hence confirming that observed performance with chromatic stimuli was not due to contamination from luminance. Right: parameter of stimuli used in this experiment is depicted as dotted circles in the Derrington-Krauskopf-Lennie (DKL) color space.
guidance of attention. Our results complement and extend previous laboratory experiments in a manner that is more relevant to daily life. It should be emphasized that our experiments and results concern detection and attention/gaze guidance, but not discrimination or identification. Thus, when we find that monkeys look toward stimuli in their affected field that are salient, e.g., in the color domain, this does not necessarily imply that the monkeys are capable of identifying or discriminating colors (see Supplemental Information).
Our study clearly shows that, after recovery, there is more to visual attention and saliency than the pathway through V1. We succeeded in pinpointing the features that guide residual vision, by expanding our original computational model to allow differential contributions of visual features. We believe that the use of natural movie stimuli is an important feature of the present study that places our results into a context more relevant to everyday life [27] . An important question for future research is whether the attention processes that we have shown to be active in postrecovery blindsight also contribute significantly to saliency, attention, and gaze even in the normal brain. Our study also shows that computational models of attention cannot rely exclusively on V1 as the primary center for saliency computation [13] , and that they should also consider how alternate pathways may provide critical feature information to the primate attention and saliency mechanisms.
Experimental Procedures
Six Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata; three male and three female, body weight 5-9 kg) were implanted with scleral search coils and a head holder (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). All experimental procedures were performed in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Committee for Animal Experiment at the National Institutes of Natural Sciences. After pretraining, V1 was surgically removed by aspiration under anesthesia in five monkeys. Free-viewing task was performed 15, 9, 28, 9, and 19 months after V1 lesion for monkeys A, H, T, U, and G, respectively. As a control, monkeys H and U were also tested before lesion, and intact monkey K was also tested. Monkeys watched 164 video clips that varied in duration and semantic content. Saccadic eye movements were determined using an algorithm that combined smoothed velocity measurements with a windowed principal components analysis [18] . A validated computational model of visual attention was used to predict individual eye movements ( Figure 2A ) [14, 19] . Two lesioned monkeys (T and A) were also tested with a visually guided saccade task with equiluminant color stimuli. Target stimuli were circular spots whose color properties were derived from the DKL color space [21] .
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